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Getting started – FamLink2 

This document describes how to get started using FamLink2. The document is based on version 2.3 of 

FamLink but should also work reasonably well for any versions above 2.0. Please note that version 1.16 

and below contain a completely different interface. We refer to FamLink as FamLink2 in this document 

to distunguish from version 1.16 and below.  

For a more comprehensive description and theory we refer to the complete tutorial available following 

links at https://famlink.se.  

https://famlink.se/
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1 Defining a marker and frequency database 
The first step is to define your markers and allele frequencies in one or more populations. Unless 

importing from a FamLink project this is performed in a two-step manner. First, markers and their 

genetic positions (measured in cM) are imported from a .map file. Accessed through File -> Frequency 

database -> Import (see illustration below). We provide two such map files at 

http://famlink.se/f_download.html for the FORCE and KIntelligence panels. Please contact Andreas 

Tillmar (andreas.tillmar@rmv.se) or Daniel Kling (Daniel.kling@rmv.se) for directions on how to obtain 

cM positions for custom panels). Note, markers can also be manually defined, which is generally not 

recommended besides for validation and exercise purposes. Second, allele frequencies are imported, 

typically from a .freq file, for each population we want to include in our database. Again, accessed 

through File -> Frequency database -> Import. We provide example files for the FORCE and KIntelligence 

panels in the link given previously. Such  Note, a FamLink project can contain any number of populations 

which can easily be switched between from within the software. We can now save the project using File 

-> Save which will create a FamLink project with markers and populations (in an xml-format). Next time 

we only need to go through File -> Open project and import our database data. 

 

http://famlink.se/f_download.html
mailto:andreas.tillmar@rmv.se
mailto:Daniel.kling@rmv.se
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2 Defining hypotheses and import DNA data  
The second step is to select the hypotheses or create the pedigrees. For simple pairwise comparisons, 

see section 4 below. Selecting hypothesis is done through Tools -> Select pedigree. This lists a number 

of pre-defined pedigrees with illustrations, see figure below. 

 

FamLink also allows the creation of custom pedigrees through the ’Create/Edit pedigree’ button. 

Creating pedigrees is described in detail in the tutorial but follows a similar concept as creating 

pedigrees in Familias. First persons are defined, next parent-child relations are defined. Plotting is 

possible in R, described in the tutorial. 

Once a main hypothesis has been selected press ’Next’ to select an alternative hypothesis. Multiple 

alternative hypotheses selection is possible (Press and hold Ctrl while selecting). Next, DNA data is 

imported, preferebly from a file, but manual allele assignment is also possible. 
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Press ’Import data’ to bring up the dialog displayed below. Press ’Open file...’ to select the file for 

import. Note, multiple files cannot be imported simultanously.  

 

Select the appropriate file format and delimiter as well as delimiter separating alleles, in the above 

example none, i.e. genotypes are given as AA for instance. Press ’Import’ to import the data and select 

the individual to import data to. 
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3 Computing likelihoods and further 
Once DNA is imported, press ’Next’ to perform likelihood computations. Press ’Calculate’. Results are by 

default given for the LR (Exact) and LR (Unlinked) methods. The former is the recommended method 

developed for FamLink2 whereas the latter is used as comparison assuming all markers are unlinked. 

See illustration below. 

 

This dialog also allows a simple DVI search, described in detail in the Tutorial whereby a list of PM 

profiles can be matched into a reference family. In addition simulating data is possible. Pressing ’View 

results’ will bring up the dialog illustrated below with individual marker LRs. Caveat: The marginal LR is 

the added LR for each marker, but is NOT equivalent to the LR obtained if that single marker is used for 

calculations.  
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4 Importing DNA data 
Importing DNA data can be performed various places in FamLink. The following section describes how to 

import data for purposes other than regular hypothesis likelihood computations as described in section 

2. Importing DNA data does not necessitates a marker and frequency database. Import is done without 

checking the correspondance with what is defined in terms of genetic markers. A matching is rather 

performed once any functions requiring a marker/frequency database is done. Tools -> Persons contains 

a list of imported individuals. Through the ’Import’ button the dialog below appears where one can 

choose to browse for a file to import, ’Open file…’. The contents will be displayed based on the options, 

e.g. changing delimiter will change how FamLink interprets the file. Also allele delimiter can be changed.  
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5 Phenotype/Ancestry/Haplogroup predictions 
FamLink has a new feature to perform some rudimentary predictions. Ancestry predictions require a 

frequency database to be defined with at least two populations, see section 1. First, import the 

samples/persons you want to perform predictions on, use Tools -> Persons -> Import -> Open file, see 

also section 4. Select your file and then press ’Import’ to import the individuals and their DNA into the 

software. Make sure to select the correct setting for the import. Next, access the prediction tools 

through Tools -> Phenotype/Ancestry/Haplogroup. Press ’Predict’ and select a results and press ’View 

details’ to explore the details of a prediction, see illustrations below. 
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6 Blind search 
FamLink has a new feature that allows blind searching. Briefly, a blind search is performed for a set of 

samples/individuals to identify unknown relationships. An example is a set of PM samples from a DVI 

scenario where one wishes to establish 

relatives in the data set. Other application 

could be two samples where one wishes to 

find the most likely relationship. First, we 

need to define marker and frequency 

database, see section 1. Next we import the 

samples we wish to use in the blind search. 

Tools -> Persons -> Import. Open file to 

browse to your file and import. The blind 

search tool is accessed through Tools -> Blind 

search. Press ’New search’ which will bring 

up the dialog illustrated to the right. 

The blind search allows several settings. One 

may perform a segment search where half-

identical segments are identified. On the other hand, one may compute the likelihood for each 

comparison for a selection of relationships (see the illustration above). The ’Grid search’ options forces 

FamLink2 to compute the likelihood for all relationships in the list and report the most likely. The 

’Account for linkage’ option (default activated) makes FamLink account for linkage in the likelihood 

computations. Deactivting this feature is not recommended for denser marker panels, say >100. The 

’Grid search’ is performed slightly differently when linkage is not accounted for, then a grid of IBD0, 

IBD1 and IBD2 coefficients are explored and the most likely reported. The ’Most likely population’ 

option is not currently implemented. The ’Use genotype likelihood’ option is not fully described but 

allows the use of sequence read data, either imported through a vcf file or through a CLC like file, to 

model possible genotypes, in contrast to exactly importing an exact genotype. Feature will be described 

in detail in the next version of FamLink2. 

Press ’Search’ and be patient, the search may take a while if there are many samples involved and in 

particular if the ’Grid search’ is activated.  Example of results is illustrated below. 
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7 Generate data and simulations 
To generate data and compute summary statistics we refer to the next version of FamLink. The current 

release contains two functions to generate data. One is found through Tools -> Generate data with 

several options for generating data for pairwise relationships. See illustration below, with several 

options for generating data (Ancestry settings and Advanced settings) as well as analysing the generated 

data (Computations). 

 

The other alternative, which is more general for any relationship and number of typed individuals, is 

through the Tools -> Results feature where ’Simulate data’ is available. The latter has not been 

completely tested yet. More information on simulation will be available soon. 
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8 Advanced settings 
To access settings go through File -> Settings. See below. Note, activating the ’Debug mode’ will force 

FamLink2 to output several debug files during run that may slow the software but will allows the user to 

send data when bugs are detected. 

 


